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FET EFAL JiT  2 0f 2019  

Participants’ handout 

Supporting aspects of Grades 10-11 EFAL teaching  

 

 

1. Introductory activity (10 min)  

Introduce yourself to two people whom you don’t already know by doing the following:   

My name is X and my favourite sports team OR television programme OR musician is … because … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

The aim of this workshop is to provide support for teaching aspects of the Term 2, 2019 

EFAL curriculum in Grades 10-11, with some of the content and activities also being 

relevant to Grade 12. The following will be addressed: 

1. Reviewing the metalanguage of advertising 

2. Analysing features of different types of advertisements 

3 Understanding figurative language and rhetorical devices which aim to capture attention  

   and to persuade (as used in advertisements) 

4. Critically reading visual texts 

5. Assisting learners to create an advertisement 

6. Identifying themes in a poem and a short story 

7. Reflecting on the workshop and planning for future workshops 
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2. Pre-workshop Activity (20 min)  

Some of the terms in the list below may be new to you, the aim of this pre-workshop test is to 

identify what you already know. Each of these terms will then be used during the workshop. On a 

sheet of paper write each term and then write a brief explanation of what it means in relation to 

advertisements. 

AIDA formula: A = 

                           I = 

                           D = 

                           A = 

 

camera angle  

 

colour  

 

emotive language  

 

figurative language 

 

font 

 

layout / composition  

 

lighting 

 

logo 

 

positioning readers / viewers  

 

rhetorical devices  

 

slogan 

 

symbol 

 

target audience 

 

 

3.  Teaching Advertisements and visual texts 

 
Activity 3.1  Understanding the metalanguage of advertising (20 min) 
On the first pages of the Resources Handout, read and discuss the definitions of terms that are used 

to talk and write about advertisements. Which are similar to what you wrote in your definitions? Are 

any of them new to you? If so, would you like to discuss these? Are there others that you think 

should be added?   

These terms will be used in the discussion of the advertisements included in the Resources Pack.  
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Activity 3.2: Analysing visual elements and wording of advertisements that                        
aim to attract a reader’s / viewer’s attention, to present a point of view and to persuade 
(80 min) 
 
Work in pairs or threes to respond to each of the questions on advertisements A to E in the 

Resources Pack, using some of the metalanguage of advertising in your responses.  

Advertisement A 

1. What is the reader’s eye drawn to, or attracted by, in the panel on the left? 

2. Suggest why the reader’s eye is drawn to it (i.e. What does the designer of the advertisement do      

    to draw your attention to what you answered for question 1?) 

3. Why does the word HORRIFYING appear towards the bottom of the panel on the left? 

4. Why does the World Wildlife Fund want readers/viewers to think that what is shown in the panel  

     on the right is MORE HORRIFYING?  

5. Do you accept or reject the position that this advertisement offers you (i.e. that what is shown on  

    the right is more horrifying than what is shown on the left) ?  Give a reason for your answer. 

 

Advertisement B 

1. What is being advertised? How do you know this? 

2. What do the two doors suggest to a reader/viewer? 

3. How does the designer of the advertisement draw readers’ / viewers’ attention to the  

     words Weight Watchers?  

 

Advertisement C 

1. If you look only at the photograph in the panel on the left, what do you think this man may be  

     thinking about and / or feeling and why? 

2. When you look at the photograph in the panel on the right, does this change your ideas about  

     what the man may be thinking and feeling?  Why or why not? 

3. Look at the words in the panel on the right. 

3.1 Suggest why they have been placed where they are. 

3.2 Who is being addressed in these words? 

3.3 What is the ‘tone’ of the words? 

3.4 What is your response to these words? 

4. Suggest why a pet food company would pay for this advertisement.   

 

 

Advertisement D 

1. What do you notice first in this advertisement? 

2. What is your response to what you first notice? 

3. The logo is for an Italian car rental company called ECOVIA. Suggest why this company would pay  

     for this advertisement.  

4. What is your opinion of the position and size of the words in this advertisement? 

 

Activity 3.3  Analysing black and white advertisements in which words and images 
combine to position readers / viewers to use a service or product (40 min)  
Read the two black and white advertisements in the Resources Pack. In pairs or threes discuss each 

of the questions below. 

1. Identify two ways in which these advertisements are very different from Advertisements A to E. 

2. Comment on the following: 
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2.1 the pronouns used in each advertisement and the reason(s) for these pronoun choices  

2.2 the fonts  

2.3 the punctuation 

2.4 the sentence structure 

2.5 the layout 

2.6 the differences in the framing and in the drawing of a person in each advertisement and the  

      possible effects on the reader of these differences  

2.7 what is foregrounded and backgrounded in each advertisement 

3. Which of these two companies would you be more likely to approach for a loan and why? 
 
Activity 3.4  Reading advertisements and other visual texts critically  (25 min) 
 

A number of critical literacy questions, focusing on both images (the visual) and words have been 

included in the questions on the various advertisements.  For this activity, look at the two 

advertisements for loans again and then work with a partner to answer these questions about the 

advertisements: 

4.1 Who is included and who is excluded? 

4.2 What is shown and what is hidden? 

4.3 Who wins and who loses? 

4.4 What is taken for granted? 

4.5 What is constructed as natural?  

4.6 What positions are on offer? 

4.7 Who is the ideal reader?  

(Questions drawn from Janks, H. 2012. ‘Language and Position’. In Janks, H. 2012. Doing Critical 
Literacy. Routledge: New York & London).   

 

Share your answers in a plenary discussion. It does not matter if there is not agreement on the 

answers. What is important is to understand that when teachers ask questions such as those listed in 

6.1 to 6.7 they are helping learners to read texts critically.  

 

Activity 3.5  Assisting learners to create an advertisement (15 min) 
 

While not listed in the ATP for Term 2, the CAPS document includes creating an advertisement under 

Writing and Presenting for Term 2: ‘create an advertisement; include visual elements and simple 

persuasion techniques’ (Grade 10); ‘create an advertisement for a magazine or for radio’ (Grade 11).  

In pairs or threes, discuss how you would introduce learners to this task and how you would support 

their designing and presenting of the advertisement.   

 

4. Identifying themes in literary texts  (60 min) 
 

Theme is a term used for the general message or main idea explored in a text. Love, peace, jealousy, 

violence, revenge and forgiveness are examples of ‘big themes’ commonly found in literary texts. 

However, a theme may be more specific than these big themes. For example, it could be ‘fear of 

dying’ or ‘admiration for the beauty of a sunset’. The injustice of apartheid has been a theme in the 

poems, stories, novels or plays of many South African writers.    
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Activity 4.1 Identifying the theme(s) in a poem 
 

With a partner, read and discuss the poem The Will by Sipho Sepamla and a commentary on it. As a 

result of your discussion, identify the theme or themes in this poem. 

 
Activity 4.2 Identifying the theme(s) in a short story   
 

With a partner, read and discuss the short story Pink Bow Tie by Paul Jennings and a commentary on 

this story.  Do you agree or disagree, or partly agree and partly disagree with the commentary  

writer’s views on the themes? 

 

5. Reflecting on the workshop (30 min) 
 

5.1  Return to the list  of terms used in advertising metalanguage and on another piece of loose 

paper again write explanations of these terms.  After you have done this, reflect on whether your 

explanations have changed, and if so, in what ways. 
5.2  Reflect on the workshop: What, if anything, has been useful to you and why?  If you have   
      suggestions for improving the workshop, what are they? 

5.3. What suggestions do you have for the content of the next workshop? 

 

 


